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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection entailed direct inspection at
the site, including backshift inspection, in the areas of annual and
monthly surveillance, maintenance observations and reviews,
engineered safety features, operational safety, and plant events.

Results: In the areas inspected, one violation was identified, 88-21-01,
failure to follow procedure to place steam flow control and feedwater
flow control transfer switches on channel IV for steam generator B

testing.

The inspectors expressed a concern to licensee management regarding
personnel error. There were three incidents during this inspection
period related to misalignment of valves and switches, one of which
resulted in the noted violation. Although the other two events did
not lead to reactor transients, they still reflect a loss of control,
and increased management attention is needed.
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REPORT DETAILS

Persons Contacted

2.

Licensee Employees

B. A. Abrishami, System Performance Supervisor
J. W. Anderson, Quality Assurance (QA) Superintendent
J. Arias, Regulation and Compliance Supervisor
D. A. Chancy, Engineering Manager

*W. Bladow, Quality Assurance (QA) Superintendent
*J. E. Cross, Plant Manager-Nuclear
J. Donis, Engineering Department Supervisor

*R. J. Earl, Quality Control (QC) Supervisor
T. A. Finn, Training Supervisor

*K. W. Gross, Regulation and Compliance Engineer
S. Hale, Engineering Project Supervisor

*R. D. Hart, Acting Regulation and Compliance Supervisor
*P. W. Hughes, Health Physics Supervisor

P. Higgins, Site Engineering-Licensing
*J. W. Kappes, Maintenance Superintendent

Y. A. Kaminskas, Reactor Engineering Supervisor
J. A. Labarraque, Senior Technical Advisor
R. G. Mende, Operations Supervisor

*J. S. Odom, Site Yice President
*L. W. Pearce, Operations Superintendent
*G. M. Smith, Services Manager-Nuclear
*F. H. Southworth, Technical Department Supervisor
J. C. Strong, Mechanical Department Supervisor
D. Tomaszewski, Instrument and Control (ISC) Department Supervisor
J. D. Webb, Operations - Maintenance Coordinator
W. R. Williams, Assistant Superintendent Planned Maintenance

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen,
engineers, technicians, operators, mechanics, and electricians.

*Attended exit interview on August 30, 1988.

Followup on Items of Noncompliance (92702)

A review was conducted of the following noncompliances to assure that
corrective actions were adequately implemented and resulted in conformance
with regulatory requirements. Yerification of corrective action was
achieved through record reviews, observation and discussions with licensee
personnel. Licensee correspondence was evaluated to ensure that the
responses were timely and that corrective actions were implemented within
the time periods specified in the reply.



(Closed) Violation 50-250,251/86-45-01. Failure to follow or establish
procedures, four examples.

( 1) Scaffolding was observed to have been erected over both
redundant trains of Unit 4 AFW system. The scaffolding was
modified on November 18, 1986, and subsequently removed on
December 3, 1986. Verbatim compliance was stressed to the
scaffolding superintendent. O-ADM-012, Scaffold Control, was
developed to control the placement of scaffolding and procedure
ASP-29, Control of Construction Scaffolding, was revised to
conform with O-ASM-012.

(2) No procedure existed describing the proper method to supply
backup service water to the AFW pump turbine lubricating oil
cooler. Procedures 3/4-0P-075, Auxiliary Feedwater System, were
modified to disallow the use of the backup cooling water system
based on justification in FPL letters from J. A. Labarraque to
D. A. Chancy, dated December 18, 1987, and February 23, 1988.

(3) Service water valves were found not to be in their required
positions. The three valves were immediately placed in their
required positions and shift briefings were conducted to
re-emphasize the importance of proper valve lineups. This
deficiency will be tracked under violation 50-250,251/88-07-01,
which is a more recent violation on valve position control.

(4) While power range channel N-41 was removed from service,
maintenance personnel inadvertently removed the fuses for
channel N-42, resulting in operating the plant with less than
the minimum number of redundant channels. The fuse for channel
N-42 was immediately reinstalled to restore operability and
troubleshooting on channel N-41 was completed and the channel
returned to service. Maintenance personnel were briefed on the
nature and importance of the incident. Procedures were
subsequently separated into individual procedures for each
channel and type of calibration versus a common procedure, which
should aid in preventing recurrence of this issue. Violation
50-250,251/86-45-01 is closed.

3. Onsite Followup and In-Office Review of Nonroutine Events (92700/92712)

The Licensee Event Reports (LERs) discussed below were reviewed and
closed. The inspectors verified that reporting r'equirements had been met,
root cause analysis was performed, corrective actions appeared
appropriate, and generic applicability had been considered. Additionally,
the inspectors verified that the licensee had reviewed each event,
corrective actions were implemented, responsibility for corrective actions
not fully completed was clearly assigned, safety questions had been
evaluated and resolved, and violations of regulations or Technical
Specifications (TS) conditions had been identified.



(Closed) LER 250/86-34. Reactor trip due to personnel error during
turbine trip test. This item was previously discussed in inspection
reports 50-250,251/86-39 and 50-250,251/88-08 and was left open pending
permanent corrective action. The turbine lube oil system for Unit 3 was
hydrolased and flushed, and subsequently has had relatively few problems
with the control oil system. Unit 4 is scheduled to accomplish the lube
oil flush during the upcoming outage. LER 250/86-34 is closed

(Closed) LER 251/86-15. Concerning the failure of an AFW steam supply
valve to close. The licensee corrective actions included: Relocation of
the wire bundle away from the actuator torque switch; inspection of
similar valves; the failed valve was replaced and returned to the vendor
for root cause analysis; similar valves in the system were tested
satisfactorily. LER 251/86-15 is closed.

4. Monthly and Annual Surveillance Observation (61726/61700)

The inspectors observed TS required surveillance testing and verified:
That the test procedure conformed to the requirements of the TS, that
testing was performed in accordance with adequate procedures, that test
instrumentation was calibrated, that limiting conditions for operation
(LCO) were met, that test results met acceptance criteria requirements and
were reviewed by personnel other than the individual directing the test,
that deficiencies were identified, as appropriate, and were properly
reviewed and resolved by management personnel and that system restoration
was adequate. For completed tests, the inspectors verified that testing
frequencies were met and tests were performed by qualified individuals.

The following surveillances were witnessed/reviewed during the inspection
period:

0-OSP-003. 1 125 V Vital DC System Breaker Alignment Verification

3-OSP-067. 1 Process Radiation Monitoring Operability Test

3/4-0SP-30.4 Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger Performance
Test

a ~

3-0SP-068.2 Containment Spray Pump Inservice Test

Containment Spray Pump Testing

On August 10, 1988, at 1800, the 38 Containment Spray Pump (CSP) was
removed from service for overhaul. The overhaul was in response to
high inboard (thrust) pump bearing temperatures indicated during the
previous Inservice Testing (IST) per procedure 3-0SP-068.2, entitled,
Containment Spray Pump Inservice Test. ASME Code Section XI states,
if test results fall within the required action range the pump shall
be declared inoperable and corrective action initiated.





The bearing temperature for the previous test stabilized at a
temperature of 182', with a test run time of approximately 110
minutes. The procedure specifies a limit of 180', which is
principally based on a reference to that value in the original vendor
manual. The licensee performed an evaluation concerning the 3B CSP

operability. In August 1979, the licensee received correspondence
from the pump vendor concerning bearing temperature. The vendor
indicated that anoperating temperature of 180' was not cause for
alarm, although it is above the ideal band for this pump. The vendor
stated that concern should be raised for a 15-20' upward change in
temperature above the normal range. The comparison of the 1987 and
1988 test results shows a change of 8' upward. Furthermore, the
test conditions in which the temperatures were recorded is an extreme
condition. The pump is placed in recirculation mode, which is a

higher stress condition, compared to ~ormal operation. This
increased load in the bearing would generate more heat. The 110
minute run time to attain the stabilized temperatures is also longer
than would be anticipated during actual containment spray actuation.
The final basis of pump operability was, during the test run, that
vibration readings were normal and there were no audible signs of
bearing problems. Based on the information provided, the pump was
considered operable on July 8, 1988. The licensee decided to replace
and inspect the 3B pullout assembly (pullout is the pump proper less
the casing) to determine if rework of the bearing is required. The
licensee generated Plant Change/Modification (PCN) 88-131, entitled,
Containment Spray Pump Pull Out Assembly Replacement. This PC/N was
implemented on August 11, 1988, an IST was commenced after the pump
was reassembled. Test personnel performed 3-0SP-068.2 and the
results were unsatisfactory. The thrust bearing temperature had
reached approximately 191 degrees F after 110 minutes and was still
increasing, therefore, the test was terminated and the licensee began
an investigation.

Technical Specification (TS), Section 3.4.2, entitled Emergency
Containment Cooling Systems, allows one pump to be out of service
for 24 hours. If the pump is not restored within this time limit,
the unit must be placed in hot shutdown (Node 3). The TS time limit
was due to expire at 6:00 p.m. on August 11, 1988, therefore with
operability of the CSP in question, the licensee requested
discretionary enforcement from the NRC. The licensee asked for a

time limit of 72 hours instead of 24 hours. The NRC reviewed FPL

letter L-88-347, which outlined the basis for the request. The NRC

granted the request to extend the 24 hour action statement to 72
hours such that the action statement now expired on August 13, 1988,
at 6:00 p.m.

The licensee continued to test the CSP from August ll, 1988, to
August 13, 1988. The data indicated that the thrust bearing
temperatures peak at 207.2 degrees F and trended down to 204.5
degrees F. A final test showed the thrust bearing temperature
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stabilized at 195 degrees F. This data supports the vendor's
evaluation of the bearing temperatures. The vendor indicated that
higher temp'eratures are normal during a break in period of
approximately 48 hours. The higher temperatures are due to the
thrust bearing cage being polished as the pump runs and due to the
new oil seals dragging on the pump shaft. The vendor stated that
pump operation with bearing temperatures up to 210 degrees F is
acceptable with the recommended lubricating oil. Discussions with
the pump and bearing supplier indicated that the oil was the limiting
item. Based on the maximum expected operation of the CSP, the oil
will not breakdown under peak oil temperatures of 230 degrees F. The
licensee - performed an engineering evaluation (JPES-PTP-88-1676)
which recommended declaring the pump operable with an operability
determination limit of 210 degrees F to be applied to the 3B CSP.
The pump IST should be run monthly with a required action range of
208 degrees F until the pump is broken in as indicated by a 20 degree
F drop in bearing temperature. Once the pump is broken in, the
reference value should be re-established at 180 degrees F and the
surveillance frequency set at annually. The engineering evaluation
was reviewed by the Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC) on
August 13, 1988, and the pump was declared back in service before the
72 hour action statement'xpired. The licensee's investigation
regarding the upward temperature trend on the "old" thrust bearing is
ongoing. The bearing was cut in half for inspection, however, no
obvious flaws were identified which could .have caused a decrease in
bearing performance.

No violations or deviations were identified in the areas inspected.

5. Maintenance Observations (62703/62700)

Station maintenance activities of safety related systems and components
were observed and reviewed to ascertain that they were conducted in
accordance with approved procedures, regulatory guides, industry codes and
standards, and in conformance with TS.

The following items were considered during this review, as appropriate:
That LCOs were met while components or systems were removed from service;
that approvals were obtained prior to initiating work; that activities
were accomplished using approved procedures and were inspected as
applicable; that procedures used were adequate to control the activity;
that troubleshooting activities were controlled and repair records
accurately reflected the maintenance performed; that functional testing
and/or calibrations were performed prior to returning components or
systems to service; that gC records were maintained; that activities were
accomplished by qualified personnel; that par ts and materials used were
properly certified; that radiological controls were properly implemented;
that gC hold points were established and observed where required; that
fire prevention controls were implemented; that outside contractor force
activities were controlled in accordance with the approved gA program; and

that housekeeping was actively pursued.



The inspectors witnessed/reviewed portions of the following maintenance
activities in progress:

Cleaning of the ICW/CCW Heat Exchangers and the ICW Strainers.

Troubleshooting the 4A Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Pump and Vent
Valve Failures.

Troubleshooting Condensate Polisher Slow Fill Valve Failure.

Corrective Actions for 4B MSIV Stroke Time.

Corrective Actions for Main Feed Flow Control Valve Stroke
Times.

Replacement of Containment Spray Pump 3B Rotational Element.

Repair of Unit 4 Pressurizer Leak. (see paragraph 9)

No violations or deviations were identified in the areas inspected.

6. Engineered Safety Features Walkdown (71710)

The inspectors performed an inspection designed to verify the operability
of the 125 Volt Vital DC System. This was accomplished by performing a

complete walkdown of all accessible equipment. The following criteria
were used, as appropriate, during this inspection:

a. Systems lineup procedures match plant drawings and as built
configuration.

b. Housekeeping was adequate and appropriate levels of cleanliness
are being maintained.

c. Valves in the system are correctly installed and do not exhibit
signs of gross 'packing leakage, bent stems, missing handwheels
or improper labeling.

d. Hangers and supports are made up properly and aligned correctly.

e. Valves in the flow paths are in correct position as required by
the applicable procedures with power available and valves were
locked/lock wired as required.

f. Local and remote position indication was compared and remote
instrumentation was functional.

g. Major system components are properly labeled.





The inspectors reviewed the following documents during the course of the
inspection: 0-OP-003. 1, entitled 125 Volt Vital DC System, revision dated
June 7, 1988; and elementary diagrams 5610-E-11 and 12, entitled 125 VDC

and 120 VAC Single Line Diagrams, revisions 37 and 16 respectively.

No violations or deviations were identified within the areas inspected.

Operational Safety Verification (71707)

The inspectors observed control room operations, reviewed applicable logs,
conducted discussions with control room operators, observed shift
turnovers and confirmed operability of instrumentation. The inspectors
verified the operability of selected emergency systems, verified that
maintenance work orders had been submitted as required and that followup
and prioritization of work was accomplished. The inspectors reviewed
tagout records, verified compliance with TS LCOs and verified the return
to service of affected components.

Plant housekeeping/cleanliness conditions and implementation of
radiological controls were observed.

Tours of the intake structure and diesel, auxiliary, control and turbine
buildings were conducted to observe plant equipment conditions including
potential fire hazards, fluid leaks and excessive vibrations.

The inspectors walked down accessible portions of the following safety
related systems to verify operability and proper valve/switch alignment:

A and B Emergency Diesel Generators
Control Room Vertical Panels and Safeguards Racks
Intake Cooling Water Structure
4160 Volt Buses and 480 Volt Load and Motor Control Centers
Unit 3 and 4 Feedwater Platforms
Unit 3 and 4 Condensate Storage Tank Area
Auxiliary Feedwater Area
Unit 3 and 4 Main Steam Platforms

The inspectors noted a concern to licensee management regarding operators
attention to duty. There were three incidents in this report period that
were attributed to personnel error. The most significant event was the
Unit 4 reactor trip on low-low Steam Generator level which occurred on
August 19, 1988. This event is discussed in detail in paragraph 9. The
two remaining incidents involved valve mispositioning, and are discussed
below.

On August 11, 1988, the Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) noticed the Unit 4

containment sump level increasing. Further investigation revealed that a

Nuclear Operator (NO) had inadvertently opened LCV 1003B (pressurizer
relief tank drain). The valve that the NO should have opened was LCV

1003A, Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT) to RCDT pumps. The operators
were preparing to perform a reactor coolant leakrate calculation.





SurveiElance procedure 4-0SP-041.1, entitled, Reactor Coolant System Leak
Rate Calculation, Section 7.1, directs the NO to manually pump the RCDT

to less than or equal to 15'5 to prevent parameter changes during test
calculations. The NO performs this in accordance with 4-0P-061.3,
entitled, Reactor Coolant Drain Tank. This procedure provides adequate
guidance to the NO for startup, shutdown and infrequent operation of the
RCDT. Possibly contributing to this error is the close proximity of the
switches for valves 1003A and 10038 on the Waste Disposal-Boron Recycle
Panel. However, since this evolution is performed frequently and the
switches are clearly labeled, the inspectors feel that this was not the
root cause of this event.

The second incident involving a mispositioned valve occurred on August 24,
1988. The Unit 3 containment sump level was found to be increasing.
Investigation revealed valve 3-4674, RCDT to containment sump, was open.
At the time the valve was found open, the operators were conducting a

liquid release from the "A" Monitor Tank in accordance with operating
procedure OP 5163.2, entitled, Waste Disposal System-Controlled Liquid
Release To The Circulating Water. This procedure directs the NO to open
RCV-018, which allows the monitor tanks pumps to discharge to the
circulating water. This is another instance where the controllers for
valves 3-4674 and RCY-018, are in close proximity. However, as with the
previous incident, the controllers are clearly labeled and the evolution
being performed is routine.

The licensee is currently pursuing methods for improved work controls as a

result of recent valve mispositionings, most notable, the diesel fuel oil
storage tank isolation valve (Inspection Report 50-250,251/88-11). The
licensee's program, when fully implemented, should aid in reducing valve
mispositioning. The program is in its early stages, therefore, its
effectiveness cannot yet be determined. The inspectors will review the
effectiveness of the program which is being tracked by violation 50-250,
251/88-11-01.

No violations or deviations were identified within the areas inspected.

Physical Security (71881)

Station security activities were observed during this inspection period to
ascertain that they were conducted in compliance with the approved
Physical Security Plan (PSP).

The following attributes were considered during these observations, as
appropriate: That the minimum number of armed guards is on site for each
shift; that search equipment such as x-ray machines, metal detectors and
explosives detectors are operational; that the protected area (PA) barrier
is well maintained and is not compromised by erosion, opening in the fence
or walls, or proximity of vehicles or other objects that could be used to
scale the barrier; that illumination in the PA is adequate to allow
patrolling guards to observe the area at night and permit the use of
closed circuit monitors by alarm station operators; that the vital area



(VA) barriers are well maintained; that persons granted access to the site
are badged to indicate whether they have unescorted or escorted access
authorization; that there are no obstructions in the isolation zone that
could conceal an individual attempting an unauthorized entry or
interference with the detection/assessment system; and that when search
equipment or alarm systems are inoperable, or when there is a breach of
the PA or VA barrier, the licensee implements appropriate compensatory
measures.

No violations or deviations were identified within the areas inspected.

Plant Events (93702)

The following plant events were reviewed to determine facility status and
the need for further followup action. Plant parameters were evaluated
during transient response. The significance of the event was evaluated
along with the performance of the appropriate safety systems and the
actions taken by the licensee. The inspectors verified that required
notifications were made to the NRC. Evaluations were performed relative
to the need for additional NRC response to the event. Additionally, the
following issues were examined, as appropriate: details regarding the
cause of the event; event chronology; safety system performance; licensee
compliance with approved procedures; radiological consequences, if any;
and proposed corrective actions. The licensee plans to issue LERs on each
event within 30 days following the date of occurrence.

On August 1, 1988, with Units 3 and 4 in Mode 1, the licensee reported
a significant event in accordance with 10 CFR 73.71. This event is
described in more detail in inspection report 50-250,251/88-20.

On August 12, 1988, Unit 4 shut down to fix a leaking pressurizer spray
line. This shut down was a conservative decision, in that the leak rate
was .12 gpm, the TS limit is 10 gpm. The licensee began looking for the
leak when it was noticed that containment radiation levels were gradually
increasing. During the shut down the reactor tripped due to Source Range
Nuclear Instrument (N-32) spiking high. The reactor was subcritical
at the time and all rods were in the core except shutdown bank B (150
steps). The licensee reported the significant event in accordance with
10 CFR 50.72 (b)(2)(ii). I&C repaired N-32 and the Unit was returned to
service on August 16, 1988.

On August 14, 1988, with Unit 4 in Mode 3, at ll:14 a.m., a partial
Train 1, Phase A, actuation occurred when closing the access door to rack
44. The actuation was caused by a wire bundle near the door bumping one
of the relays in the rack when the door was closed. The licensee is
currently looking into providing protective covers over the wire bundles
to prevent inadvertent relay actuation.
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On August 14, 1988, with Unit 3 in Mode 1 and Unit 4 in Node 3, the
licensee reported a significant event in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72
(b)( l)(v). The licensee lost all offsite hardline telephone circuits due
to damage from lightning and rain. The licensee maintained offsite
communication with a portable cellular telephone. Repairs were completed
on August 15, 1988, and the hardlines were returned to service.

On August 16, 1988, with Unit 4 in Mode 3, the licensee declared an
Unusual Event due to a spill of radioactive water from the Unit 4 Spent
Fuel Pool (SFP). The Unusual Event was terminated at 6:00 p.m. that same
day. This event is discussed further in inspection report 50-250,-
251/88-25.

On August 16, 1988, with Unit 4 in Mode 3, the licensee reported a
significant event in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (b)(2)(ii). The "A"
Steam Generator Feedwater Pump (SGFP) tripped on low suction pressure
(below 200 psi) which initiated auxiliary feedwater (AFW). The cause was
attributed to a failure of pressure differential switch (POIS) 6331B. In
preparation for Unit startup, the 4B condensate polisher was being valved
in for service. In order to open valve 6351B, the upstream and downstream
pressures must be equalized within 25 psi. The equalizing solenoid valve
was initiated, however, due to PDIS 6331B failure, a signal to 6351B was
sent that the dp was less than 25 psi. This allowed 6351B to open'which
caused an insurge of water into the polisher and the suction pressure
dropped below the SGFP low suction trip setpoint. The switch was repaired
and the Unit was returned to service later that night.

On August 19, 1988, at 9:21 p.m., Unit 4 scrammed from 100K reactor power
due to a B steam generator low-low level trip signal. Technicians were
performing Operating Procedure (OP) 14004. 1, dated February 2, 1988, Steam
Generator Protection Channels-Periodic Test, at the time of the trip. The
auxiliary feedwater system initiated and performed as designed. The
licensee's post trip review identified that the cause of the trip was
personnel error. Section 8.3.2 of OP 14004.1 states to verify the steam
generator B steam flow control transfer switch and the feedwater flow
control transfer switch are placed on chanriel IV. This step was initialed
by the RCO and the 18C technician. Review of steam generator steam flow,
feedwater flow, pressure and level traces indicated that neither of the
two transfer switches in Section 8.3.2 were in channel IV but were
actually in channel III. When the pressure compensation input to channel
III steam flow was placed in test, per step 8.3.8.0, the B steam generator
received a large feed flow/steam flow error signal resulting in a reactor
scram due to B steam generator low-'low water level. The licensee noted
that the transfer switches are not labeled channel III or channel IV as
specified by OP 14004.1 but are color coded. This too can be a source of
confusion since the reactor protection system color code (Red is channel
I, White is channel II, Blue is channel III and Yellow is channel IV)
differs from the Unit 3 versus Unit 4 color code (Tan is Unit 3, Blue is
Unit 4). TS 6.8.1 states in part that written procedures that meet or
exceed the requirements of Appendix A of Regulatory .Guide 1.33 shall be
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established, implemented and maintained. Appendix A, of Regulatory Guide
1.33, recommends surveillance procedures for reactor protection system
tests. The failure to follow procedure OP 14004. 1 is a violation
(50-251/88-21-01).

On August 22, 1988, the licensee notified the NRC per 10 CFR 50.72
(b)(2)(iii) of a procedural deficiency that directed that the Reactor
Water Storage Tank (RWST) outlet valves (864A and 864B) and Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) pump suction valves (862A and 862B) be cycled closed
monthly. These valves are normally maintained open by keeping their
circuit breakers locked open in the motor control centers as directed by
TS 3.4.1.a.7. If the above valves were closed for testing, you would lose
the flow path from the RWST for the time it takes to cycle the valves,
which is approximately one minute. Also, if a valve failed in the closed
position, it would take even longer to restore the flow path from the RWST

to the RHR pumps, the containment spray pumps and the high head safety
injection pumps. FSAR section 14.3.2. 1, Large Break Analysis, presents
the time sequence of events for the large break LOCA analysis which
specifies a pump injection time of 26 seconds. The licensee had
previously recognized this potential problem and had requested relief,from
ASME code IST requirements and recommended testing these valves during
cold shutdown conditions only. By letter dated February 4, 1985, the NRC

concurred with the licensee's submittal and granted the relief requested.
Subsequently, sometime in 1987, the ECCS Monthly Valve Cycling procedure
3/4-0SP-206.6, was revised to again test the subject valves. Recently,
Licensee personnel again questioned whether the subject valves should be
tested while operating and determined that the procedure should be revised
to not test the subject valves except when in cold shutdown per their
earlier relief request. Based upon the above finding, the licensee
notified the NRC and are revising the affected procedures prior to the
next surveillance period .o delete cycling the noted valves.

Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized during management
interviews held throughout the reporting period with the Plant Manager-
Nuclear and selected members of his staff. An exit meeting was
conducted on August 30, 1988. The areas requiring management attention
were reviewed. No proprietary information was provided to the
inspectors during the report',ng period. One violation was identified.
50-251/88-21-01, failure to follow procedure to place steam flow control
and feedwater flow control transfer switches on channel IV for steam
generator B testing (paragraph 9).


